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MAGNETO-ELECTRIC APPARATUS. arran�ed at equal distances apart, making the ' propor-
If a metallic wire, insulated by being covered with tion of helices in each wheel (twelve) to the num�r of 

lilk or other non-conductor of electricity, is wound poles (eight) in each cireular series of magnets as three 
Ipirally around a son iron bar, anll the bar is made to one. The spiral arrangement of these helices in the 
magnetic by placing the pole of a steel magnet against two wheels with reference to each other is illustrated'in 
its end, a wave oC electricity flowli through the lurround- Figs. 2 and 3. in both of which figures it is shown that 
ing wire for an instant, but immediately ceases. If, the helices, E E, of the one wheel are opposite to the 
DOW, the steel magnet is drawn away from the end of tbe' middle of the spaces between the helices, E· E·, of the 
10ft iron core, another wave of-electricity flashes through other wheel, and viCIl L'Ilr.a. The core, do of each of these 
the helical wire in the opposite. direction to the former. helices is composed;' as shown in' Flgs.·2, 3 and 6, but 
Electricity thus induced by, magnetism is called magneto- most c1eady in the last-mentioned figure, of two pieces 
electricity, and as its. production, requires no acids or of thin, flat, soft iron, swaged in the center to form a 
other liquids, it is a connnient,way'of obtaining a CUI'- cavity for the reception of a screw bolt, " by which the 
rent, and' has been extensively lUIed. in the cure of helix is attached to the wheel. The core, thus- fornied, 
diseases. In Wais 'eleetrical light, which hill att�cted has the covered .copper �ire, i, wound round it' in snch 
10 much attention in 'Eugland, magneto-electricity is a manner as to le.,.e' the �ntra1 cavity clear for the in
employed i the m8ehi�e bciiJi driven by a 2-ho�e p;,wer sertion of the iCt8W holt, I, and to leave a portion of U1e 

and, as by the spiral arrangement �f the helices of the 
two wheels, the he1iceloh�e one and those of·.the other 
are brought �teriuiteiy wi�in the' magnetic influences, 
the electric ilnpulses therefrom alternate in a correspond
ing manner. ' 'Thul . this arrangement produces) a very 
constant cnrrent. 

The. intensity rtgnlator consists of a wheel, F, of 
non-conducting materil!l, which is sccurcd .to anll 
rotates with the BhaCt, and which may be mado to con
stitute the driving pulley. Upon tile outer f�ee of this 
wheel there are seeurc:d three pa,irs of arc-formed plates, 
G H, of good conducting metal. Only two pairs of 
these plates are represented in the face view in Fig. �. 
al plll't of said'wheel is sappO.ed to be broken away to 
eltpole the internal arrangement of wires, but the plates 
con.tituting the pair which has been omitted are ar
ranged, one within the ether, in the lame manner as the 

2'i.'1' j 

BAKER'S IJlFBOVED ¥AGliETO.ELECTRIC UP ARATUS. 

Iteam engine. Two form. of magneto-electrical ma
chines are employed; in one, permanent magnets being 
placed on a wheel and carried by its revolutions palt 
the ends of stationary cores of helical wires; and in the 
other, heliCal wirea being placed on the revolving wheel 
And earned past the poles of stationary magnets,' The 
improvements which we here illustrate are applicable to 
either form of magneto-electrical machine; but the 
drawings represent them as applied to a machine in 
",Iiich the helices revolve and the magnets are station
:ary; 

A A, Figs. I, 2 and 3, are two standards of iren or 
.other material which constitute the' framing of the ma
.chine, having l8Cared between them the stationary per
'manent magntltlf, B B, ot which there are twelve ar
'�anged in three circlet, Cour in each circle, at equal dis
'tances from each other, those of either cirele being 
directly opposite thOle of the other two circles. 

C is 'the main shaft, working in bearings in the' 
standards, A A. in the center of the circular' series of 
,�et8. andbMiq �iaftkt-, ' it two "'heels, D D-, in 

"uch of ",lii.,h th�-.,.;tttJtn, k� B B 1M' E- X-" 

core at each. end naklld, to be inserte� in radial grooves 
formed in two circular, Caell plate., • e, which are secured 
to the sides of each ,w heel. 

. . 

" The manner in, which the ends of the pOles of the 
magnets are tapered to mike theit edges parallel with 
the edges of the cores of the helices as the latter pall 
them in their revolution, ia shown at g l, in Fig.' B • .  In 
the construction of the'inagnets care should also be taken 
that the width of the spacel\ between the tapered ends 
or poles of each magnet, and the width of the spaces 
between the several magnets in the IIJIPle circular series, 
sllOuld be equal to Iialf the width of the tspered ends or 
poles, as,shown in Fig. 2.. . 

By proportioning the number ot helices in eacbwheel 
to the number of poles of, the magnets in each series; 
and constrncting the magnets and helices as described, 
only one-third of tbe 'heliCes in each wheel, or circular 
Beries are acted upon in the same degree at, the. 
time;' but the strongest electrlc'impulses froni. one-third 
of ,I,�· helices fill the cOIl.<luctiilg wire at the same instant 
tl:t\t:tbeimpulaes are weakes't troI!l aDotliet: tb� and 
a"�' in the nmaiuiill iht'rd 'of 'that 'wh� 'or .. filii; 
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pairs represented. The three outer arcs, G, han con. 
nected with them oue set of the terminal wires (that is 
to say, all tho.e constituting. the' positive poles or all 
tho,se constituting the nllGative poles) of the helices and 
the three inner arca, H, haTe connected with them lhe 
other. set of the terminal wires" the said wires aU paseing 
through the shaft, C. To avoid an inconvenient multi
plicity of connections, the terminal wires oC each two 
corresponding helices in the two wheels are connected 
in pairs before they are lead throl1gh the hollow shaft 
of the regulator, as shown in Fig. 1. thus requiring in 
the machine represented, only 2� connections with the 
plates, G H, instead of 48,- as .would be'. necessary if 
each plate were connected indl'pendently. By the two 
corresponding helicee of ,the two wheels is meant the 
two which, by 'reason· of· their arrangement· Ind. the 
arrangement of the JDlIgnets, haye their .currents elieited 
simulta\1eously in' the '1IQIIe direction. ,The .helices of 
each wheel are divided into as many,eeriee of, threes AI 

there are magnetli in'each circle, making four Ee��s in 
each. wheel in the machine NpI'fJIIented. Thit divWon 
II tHntrattd h»the diagmp, Fig. f) which \ePru.».. 
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the helices of the two wheels, 4>ne in full the other in 
dotted lines, those of one series being marked a' b' c', 
those of the second, a2 b2 c2, those of the third, a3 b3 
c3, and those of t11e fourth, a� b4 c4. The helix, a', of 
one wheel corresponds with a' of the other wheel, and 
the corresponding helices are, in all instances, marked 
with the same letter on the two wheels. This diagram 
shows the connection between thCl two, a' a'. The ter
minal wires of all the helices marked with the letter, a, 
lead to one pair of plates, G H, and the wires of all 
those marked with the letter, b, to another pair of 
plates, G H, and the wires of all those marked with the 
letters, c, to the third pair of plates. The terminal 
wire constituting the pOllitive pole of one pair of helices, 
and that constituting the negative pole of another pair 
of helices, I\re connected directly with the two plates, 
G H, by soldering, as shown at a' a4 and b' b4, in Fig. 
4, but the wires of the other helices are connected to 
the said platell by metal screws, j j, which pasll through 
the wheel, E, and fit metal nuts or rings, K K, which are 
soldered to the ends of the wires and enclosed within the 
wheel, the said screws all having heads at their outer 
ends. The platell, G H, have holes large enough to 
allow these screws to pass through them without contact. 

On the inside face of the wheel there are secured metal 
ooupling straps, m m, to connect the opposite screws in 
the positive and negative arcs, and thereby to connect, 
when desired, the helices to which these screws are 
joined. Thcse coupling straps are so situated as io be 
each within the rfll\Ch of two screws of opposite polarity. 
The screws which pass through the inner plates, H H, 
screw through the coupling straps, and are always in 
contact with them, but those which screw through the 
plates, G G, have the holes provided for them in the 
coupling straps large enough for them to pass through 
without touching the stmps; but the latter screws have 
metal nuts or collars, S S, at their rear ends, all shown 
at the top of the wheel, F, in Fig. 1, which may be 
brought into contact with the straps by IIcrewing them 
Ollt to bring their heads clear of the plates, G G. The 
plates, G and H, are connected with the pole changer 
each by a single wire, r, running through and down 
the back of the wheel, F, as shown in Fig. 5, and MSO 
in the separate section of the pole chl\nger shown in 
Fig. 8. 

The operation or the intensity reg.lator is as follows: 
When it is desired to produce. a current of low intensity, 
the screwa, j j, I\re all screwed into the wheel, F, to 
bring their heads into contact with the plates, G H, and 
thus all terminal wires from the helices are brought into 
direct. communication with the pole chl\nger, producing 
the same eft'ect as conllecting all the negative poles of a 
series of galvanic eups together, and all the positive 
poles together. When it is desired to produce 1\ current 
of high intensity, the screws are all screwed out from 
the wheel to bring their heads clear of the pll\tes, G H, 
and bring the collars, � S, into contact with the coup
ling strapII, m m, and thus make a connection between 
the screws of the negative pll\tell, G G or H H, with 
those of the positive ones, and a consequent connection 
between the'Begative terminal wires of the helicell and 
the pOllitive tel'Dlinal wires of their fellow helices; thns 
producing the same eft'ect as connecting the positive wire 
of each cup with the negative wire of the next CliP of a 
galvanic series. In order to produce the very lowest in
teJlsity of which the machine is capable, it is obvious 
that the helices should be separately connected with the 
plates, G G and H H, and not connected in pairs, as 
hereinbefore described with reference to Fi/o:s. 1 and 7. 

The pole changer, L, is made of three broken rings, 
xl x2 x3. or rings divided into alternating seetions of 
conducting and non-conducting material, two sections 
of condueting material in eaeh ring to each <if the four 
series of helices hereinbefore described, making eight 
sections of conducting material in each ring. The two 
plates, G and H, with which all the helices marked with 
the letter, ", in Fig. 1, are connected, are connected 
with one ring marked a, in Fig. 8, which thus receives 
all the currents from those heliceli; and in like manner 
all the helices marked with the letter, b, are connected 
by another pair of plates, G H, with the second ring 
marked in Fig. 8 with the corresponding letter; and all 
marked with the letter, c, are connected by the, third 
pair of plates, 'G H, with the third ring marked c. 
FrolQ Ilacll Qf �IIQ f�nss, " b c, of the pol\! chnnger, L, 
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there leads off to a fixed block, P, of wood two brake
like cond uctors, t IS, one positive and the other negative, 
bearing upon the rings at nearly opposite pointll. The 
three positive conducters, t t t, are all connected 
together, and the three ncgative conductors are all con
nected together. Thus are connected all the currents 
and electric impulses with the least possible break or 
interruption; for, before the connection of the conduct
ing wire with the ring, a, of the pole changer is broken, 
by t.he intervention of the section of non-conducting 
material, a connection is made with the t ring, and 
before that is broken a connection is made with the c 

ring, and thus a coniltant current is insured. 
By this arrangement a magneto-electrical machine is 

obtained which is operated with only the uniformoresist
ance of the friction, and by which the intensity of the 
current is adjusted at will with the greatest nicety. 

'fhe patent for this invention was procured, through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, Sept. 4, 1860, 
and further information in relation to it may be ohtained 
by addressing the inventor, H. N. Baker, or John A. 

Collier, Esq. (who has an interest in the patent), at 
Binghampton, N. Y. 

.,.'-

SCI ENC E MADE POPULAR. 
• 

PROFESSOR FARADAY'S LECTURES ON TIlE 
PHYSICAL FORCES. 

LECTURE III.-COHESION-CH�;MICAL AFFINITY. 
We will first return, for a few minutes, to one of the 

experiments made yesterday. You remember what we 
put together on that occasion-powdered alum nnd 
warm water. Here is one of the ioJasins then used. 
Nothing has been done to it since; but you will find, 
on examining it, that it no longer contains any powder, 
but a number of beautifnl crystals. Here, also, are the 
pieces of coke which I put into the other basin; they 
have a fine mass of crystals about them. That othel' 
basin I will leave as it is. I will not pour the water 
from it, because it will show you that the particles of 
alum have done something more than merely crystallize 
together. They have pushed the dirty matter from 
them, laying it around the outside or outer edge of the 
lower crystals-squeezed out, as it were, loy the strong 
attraction which the particlis of alum have for each 
other. 

And JlOW for another experiment. We have already 
gained a knowledge of the manner in whieh the parti
cles of bodies-of solid bodies-attract each other, and 
we have learned that it makes calcareous spar, alum, 
and so forth, crystallize in these regular forms. Now 
let me Ilradually lead your minds to a knowledge of the 
means we possess of making this attraction alter a little 
in its force-either of increasing or diminishing, or, ap
parently, of destroying it altogether. I will take this 
piece of iron [a rod of iron about two feet long and a 
quarter of an inch in diameter]. It has at present a 
great deal of strength, due to its attraction of cohesion; 
but if Mr. Anderson will make part of this red hot in 
tae iil-e, we shall then find that it will become soft, just 
as scaling wax wiJI when heated, and we shall also find 
that the more it is heated the softer it becomes. Ah! 
but what does sqfi mean? Why, that the attraction 
between the particles is so weakened that it is no longer 
sufficient to resist the power we bring to bear npon it.  
[Mr. Anderson handed to the lecturer the iron rod, with 
one' end red hot, which he showed could be easily 
twisted about with a pair of pliers.] You see, I now 
find no difficulty in bending this end about as I like, 
whereas I cannot bend the cold part at all. And you 
know how the smith takes a piece of iron and heats it, 
in order to render it soft for his purpose; he acts upon 
our principle of lessening the adhesion of the particles, 
although he is not exactly acquainted with the terms by 
which we express it. 

And now we have another point to examine, and this 
water is again a very good substance to take as an illus
tmtion (as philosophers, we call it all water, even though 
it be in the form of ice or steam). Why is this water 
hard [pointing to a block of ice]? because the attrac
tion of the particles to each othar is sufficient to make 
them retain their places in opposition to force applied to 
it. But what happens when we make the ice warm? 
Why, in that case we diminish to such large extent the 
power of attrnction that tha solid substance is destroyed 
altogether. Let Ule illustrate thi�: I wiu t;tke a �ed hot 
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ball of iron [Mr. Anderson, by means of a pair of tongs, 
handed to the lecturer a red hot ball of iron, about two 
inches in diameter], because it will serve as a conven
ient source of heal [placing the red hot iron in the cen
ter of the block of ice]. You slle I am now melting the 
ice where the iron touches it. You lee the iron sink
iug inte it; and while part of the solid water is be
coming liquid, the heat of the ball is rapidly /o:oin/o: oft'. 
A certain part of the water is actually rising in steam; 
the attraction of some of the particles is so much di
minished that they cannot even hold together in the 
liquid form, but escape as vapor. At the same time, 
you see I ('an not melt aU this ice by the heat ron
tained in this ball. In the course of a very short time 
I shall find it will have become quite cold. 

Here i. the water which we have produced by de
stroying some of the attraction which existed between 
the particles of the ice, for, belolV a certain tempera
ture, the particlell of watel' increase in their mutual at
traction and become ice; and abon a certain tempera
ture the attraction decreases, and the water becomes 
steam. And exactly the same thing happens with pla
tinum and nearly every substancll in nature; if the 
temperature is increased to a certain point, it becCllmcs 
liquid-and a farther increase eon verts it into gas. Is 
it not a glorious thing for us to look at the sea, the 
rivers, and so forth, and to know that this same body 
in the northern regions is all solid ice and icebergs; 
while here, in a warmer climate, it has its attraction of 
cohesion so much diminished as to be liquid water? 
Wel1, in diminishing this force of attraction between the 
particlles of ice, we made use of another force, namely, 
that of heat; and I want you now to understand that 
this force of heat is always concerned when water passes 
from the solid to the liquid state. If I melt ice in other 
ways, I cannot do without heat (for we have the means 
of making ice liquid \vithout heat-tltat is to say, with
out using heat as a direct cause). Suppose, for illus
tration, I make a ve�sel _out of tltis piece of tinfoil 
[bending the foil up iIao the shape of a dish]. I am 
makin t: it metallic, because I wan t the heat which I 
am about to deal with to pass readily through it; and I 
am going to pour a littJo water on this board, and then 
place the tin vessel 0\\ it. Now, if I put some of tllis 
ice into the metal dish, and then proceed to make it 
liquicJ. by any of the various means wa have at our com� 
mand, it still must take the necessary quantity of heat 
from something, and in this case it will take the heat 
from the tray, and from the water underneath, and from 
the other things roundabout. Wel1, a little salt added 
to the ice has the power of cauliing it to melt, and we 
shal1 very shortly see the mixture become quite fluid, 
and you wil1 then find that the water beneath will be 
frozen-frozen because it has been forced to give up that 
heat which is neceslary to keep it in the liquid state to 
the ice on becoming liquid. I remember once, when I 
lVas a boy, hearing of a trick in a country ale-house; 
the point was how ttl melt ice in a quart pot by the fire, 
and freeze it to the stooL Well, the way they did it WI\S 
this: they put some pounded ice into a pewter pot, and 
added some salt tlil it, and the clilnsequence wns, that 
when the salt was mixed with it, the ice in the pot 
melted (they did not tel1 me anything about the salt, 
and they set the pot by the fire, just to ml\ke the result 
more mysterious), and in a short time the pot and tIle 
stool were frozen together, as we shall vcry shortly find 
it to be the case here; and al1 because salt has the 
power of lessening the attraction between the particles 
cf ice. Here, you see, is the tin dish frozen to the 
board; I can eyen lift this little stool up by it. 

This experiment cannot,' I think, fail to impress npon 
your mind8 the fact that when a solid body loses some of 
that force of attraction by means of which it remains 
solid, heat is absorbed; and if on the other hand, we 
convert It liquid into a solid, e'.'l., water into ice, a cor
responding amount of heat is given out. I have an ex
periment showing this to be the ease. Here (Fig. 21) 
is a bulb, A, filled with ail', the tube from which dips 
into some colored liquid in the veBsel, B. And I dare 
say you know that if I put my hand onthe bulb, A, and 
warm it, the colored Jiqilid which is now standing in 
the tube I1t C will travel forward. Now, we have dis
covered a means, by p-reat care and research into the 
properties of variolls bodies, of preparing a solution of 
a salt wldeh, if shakell. Qr dillturbed, will at once be.. 
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